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Abstract.  Job-shop scheduling is a difficult problem, both theoretically and
practically. This problem is a combinatorial optimization of considerable
industrial importance. Although the job-shop scheduling problem has often
been investigated, very little of this research is concerned with the uncertainty
characterized by the imprecision in problem variables. In this paper, we
investigate the job-shop scheduling problem with imprecise processing times.
We first use triangular fuzzy numbers to represent imprecise processing times,
and then construct a fuzzy job-shop scheduling model. Our work intends to
extend the deterministic job-shop scheduling problem into a more generalized
problem that would be useful in practical situations.

1 Introduction

The job-shop scheduling problem is concerned with allocating limited resources to
operations over time [3]. Between the operations precedence constraints for a job can
be defined. Although job-shop scheduling has always had an important role in the
field of production and operations management, it is a difficult problem in
combinatorial optimization [12]. The difficulty is due to the high number of
constraints, unfortunately unavoidable in the real-world applications [9]. The job-shop
scheduling problem can be described as follows. We are given n jobs and m machines.
Each job consists of a sequence of operations that must be processed on m machines
in a given order. Each operation must be executed uninterrupted on a given machine
for a given period of time and each machine can only handle at most one operation at
a time. The problem is to find a schedule, an allocation of the operations of n jobs to
certain time intervals on m machines, with a minimum overall time.

Solving the job-shop scheduling problem requires a high computational effort
and considerable sophistication [2, 4]. Instead of investigating using optimal
algorithms, it is often preferred to use approximation algorithms such as heuristics
and meta-heuristics, e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and tabu search [1,
5, 6-9, 15, 17, 19]. However, most of the methods proposed in the literature required
the assumption that all time parameters are known exactly. This is a strong
assumption, which may cause severe difficulties in practice. An example is the
difficulty in estimating the exact processing times for all jobs on the machines. In fact,
there are many vaguely formulated relations and imprecisely quantified physical data
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values in real world descriptions since precise details are simply not known in
advance. Stochastic methods exist, but not many address imprecise uncertainty.
Although the job-shop scheduling problem has often been investigated, very few of
these studies take uncertainty, typified by the imprecision or vagueness in time
estimates, into account [10, 14, 15, 16, 18].

 In this study, we investigate a job-shop scheduling problem with imprecise
processing time and use fuzzy numbers to represent imprecise processing times in this
problem. The main interest of our approach is that the fuzzy schedules obtained from
Property 1 are the same type as those in the crisp job-shop scheduling problem. The
fuzzy job-shop scheduling model, in the case of imprecise processing times, is then an
extension of the crisp problem.

2 Job-Shop Scheduling Problem

The deterministic job-shop scheduling problem is stated as follows. There are n jobs
to be scheduled on m machines. Each job consists of a sequence of operations that
must be processed on m machines in a given order [13]. Each operation is
characterized by specifying both the required machine and the fixed processing time.
Several constraints on jobs and machines, which are listed as follows [11]:

(1) Each job must pass through each machine once and only once.
(2) Each job should be processed through the machine in a particular order.
(3) Each operation must be executed uninterrupted on a given machine.
(4) Each machine can only handle at most one operation at a time.

The problem is to find a schedule to determine the operation sequences on the

machines in order to minimize the total completion time. Let ikc  denote the

completion time of job i on machine k, and ikt  denote the processing time of job i on

machine k. For a job i, if the processing on machine h precedes that on machine k, we
need the following constraint:

ihikik ctc ‡-

On the other hand, if the processing on machine k comes first, the constraint becomes

ikihih ctc ‡-

Thus, we need to define an indicator variable ihkx  as follows:

î
í
ì=

                                                                                               otherwise,0

                jobfor   machineon  that precedes  machineon  processing ,1 ikh
xihk
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We can then rewrite the above constraints as follows:

ihihkikik cxLtc ‡-+- )1( , mkhni  ..., 2, ,1,  , ..., 2, ,1 ==

where L is a large positive number. Consider two jobs, i and j, that are to be processed
on machine k. If job i comes before job j, we need the following constraint:

jkikjk tcc ‡-

Otherwise, if job j comes first, the constraint becomes

ikjkik tcc ‡-

Therefore, we also need to define another indicator variable ijky  as follows.

î
í
ì

=
                                          otherwise ,0

 machineon   job precedes job if ,1 kj i
yijk

We can then rewrite the above constraints as follows:

jkijkikjk tyLcc ‡-+- )1( , mknji  ..., 2, ,1  , ..., 2, ,1 , ==

The job-shop scheduling problem with a makespan objective can be formulated as
follows:

]][ max[max  min
1mk1

ik
ni

c
££££

(1)

s.t. ihihkikik cxLtc ‡-+- )1( , ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mkh  ..., 2, ,1 , = (2)

jkijkikjk tyLcc ‡-+- )1( , nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (3)

0‡ikc , ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (4)

   ihkx  = 0 or 1, ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mkh  ..., 2, ,1 , = (5)

   ijky  = 0 or 1, nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1=

3 Constructing a Fuzzy Job-Shop Scheduling Model

3.1  Imprecise Processing Time

As in real life situations, some unexpected events may occur, resulting in small
changes to the processing time of each job. Therefore, in many situations, the
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processing time can only be estimated as being within a certain interval. Let us
illustrate this point using one example. The example taken from [10] is an industrial
case in a chemical environment. The chemical reaction depends not only on the
pressure and the temperature but also on the quality of the components. It is very
difficult to control this dependence. Therefore, the uncertainties of those reaction
times must also be modeled. Because of this interval estimation feature, the
representation of processing time for a job can be more realistically and naturally
achieved through the use of a fuzzy number. As a result, decision-makers (DM) do
not need to give a single precise number to represent the processing time of a job. We
use jkt , the processing time for job j on machine k, to denote the process time for

each job in this paper. However, jkt  is just an estimate and its exact value is actually

unknown.

3.2 A Fuzzy Job-Shop Sequencing Model

Consider the schedule for the job-shop problem is performed several times in
practical situations. Obviously, the processing time for this schedule at different
execution times is not necessarily the same. Therefore, an estimated processing time

interval, i.e. [ jkt - 1jkD , jkt + 2jkD ], should be given to represent the possible range of

values for the processing time. Thus the use of interval [ jkt - 1jkD , jkt + 2jkD ] is

more appropriate than the use of a single estimate, jkt , in practical situations. The

DM should carefully determine the parameters 1jkD  and 2jkD , which satisfy

jkjk t<D< 10  and 20 jkD< , for defining an acceptable processing time range for

any particular problem. After that, the DM can choose an appropriate value from the

interval  [ jkt - 1jkD , jkt + 2jkD ] as an estimate for the processing time for job j on

machine k. Obviously, when the estimate happens to be jkt , which is the crisp

processing time, the error rate is zero. When the estimate deviates from jkt , the error

rate will become larger. In fact, we can use the term “confidence level” instead of
“error rate” while we consider processing time interval based on the fuzzy viewpoint.
We can therefore say that the confidence level is one if the processing time estimate

equals jkt . Otherwise, when the processing time estimate deviates from jkt , the

confidence level will become smaller. Finally, when the estimate approaches one of

the two ends of the interval, i.e. jkt - 1jkD  or jkt + 2jkD , the confidence level will be

close to zero.

A level 1 triangular fuzzy number corresponding to the above interval [ jkt -

1jkD , jkt + 2jkD ] is given as follows:

)1()1 ; , ,(~
21 Njkjkjkjkjkjk Ftttt ˛D+D-= , (6)

jkjk t    0 1 <D< , 2    0 jkD< , nj ..., 2, ,1= , mk  ..., 2, ,1= .
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Fig. 1. A triangular fuzzy number jkt~ .

Fig. 1 shows a level 1 triangular fuzzy number jkt~ . From fig. 1 we can see that the

membership grade at jkt  in jkt~  is 1. However, the more the fuzzy number deviates

from the jkt  position, the lesser the fuzzy numbers membership grade in jkt~ . The

membership grade at jkt - 1jkD  or jkt + 2jkD  is zero. Of course, we can see that the

confidence level for an estimate in the interval corresponds to the membership grade
of a fuzzy number in the fuzzy sets. This concept naturally leads to the use of fuzzy
numbers for the processing time in the job-shop scheduling problem.

Let )1 ;, ,(~
ikikikik cccc = (1))~( 1 Nik Fc ˛= . (7)

The signed distance of level l fuzzy number is defined as follows. For each ]1 ,0[˛l

and )() ;,,(
~

ll NFcbaA ˛= . The signed distance of A
~

 measured from 10
~

 is defined

by )0
~
 ,

~
( 1Ad )2(

4

1
cab ++= . Then ikik ccd =)0

~
 ,~( 1  is the signed distance from 10

~
 to

ikc~ . Since ikik ccd =)0
~
 ,~( 1 > 0, it is a positive distance from 10

~
 to ikc~ . Therefore

)0
~
 ,~( 1ikik cdc =  is the completion time measured from the origin 0.

The relations f , » are the ranking as defined on )1(NF . We then fuzzify (1) - (4)

using (6) and (7) to obtain the following fuzzy job-shop scheduling problem:

)]]0
~
 ,~([ max[ max min 1

ni1mk1
ikcd

££££
(8)

s.t. ikc~ 1))1
~

((~
ihkik xLt -¯   ihc~ , ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mkh  ..., 2, ,1 , = (9)

jkc~ 1))1
~

((~
ijkik yLc -¯   jkt~ , nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (10)

ikc~   10
~

, ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (11)

ihkx  = 0 or 1, ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (12)

ijky  = 0 or 1, nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1=

1

0
 x

jktjkt - 1jkD
jkt + 2jkD
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Note that 1))1
~

(( ihkxL -  is a fuzzy point at )1( ihkxL - .

Since ikik ccd =)0
~
 ,~( 1 , (13)

and )121 (
4

1
)0

~
 ,~( jkjkjkjk ttd D-D+= , let )0

~
 ,~( 1jkjk tdt =*

. (14)

We summarize (9)-(14) to obtain the following Property 1.

Property 1. The job-shop scheduling problem with imprecise processing time
modeled by fuzzy number is as follows:

]][ max[max  min
1mk1

ik
ni

c
££££

(15)

s.t. ihihkikik cxLtc ‡-+- * )1( , ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mkh  ..., 2, ,1 , = (16)
*‡-+- jkijkikjk tyLcc )1( , nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (17)

0‡ikc , ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mk  ..., 2, ,1= (18)

ihkx  = 0 or 1, ni  ..., ,2 ,1= , mkh  ..., 2, ,1 , = (19)

ijky  = 0 or 1, nji  ..., ,2 ,1 , = , mk  ..., 2, ,1=

4 Computational Results

Consider an example from [11]. We compare the results obtained from Property 1
with that of the crisp job-shop scheduling problem using the Johnson’s constructive
algorithm. Johnson’s algorithm for, max//2/ FGn (i.e. n jobs, two machines, general

job-shop problem, to minimize makespan) problem is stated briefly as follows:
Suppose that the set of n jobs } ..., , ,{ 21 nJJJ may be partitioned into four types of

jobs.
Type A: Those to be processed on machine 1M .

Type B: Those to be processed on machine 2M .

Type C: Those to be processed on both machines in the order 1M  then 2M .

Type D: Those to be processed on the machine in the order 2M  then 1M .

Then the construction of an optimal schedule is straightforward, as follows:
(1)  Schedule the jobs of type A in any order to give the sequence AS .

(2)  Schedule the jobs of type B in any order to give the sequence BS .

(3)  Schedule the jobs of type C according to Johnson’s algorithm for max//2/ FFn

(n jobs, 2 machines, flow-shop problem, to minimize makespan) problems to give
the sequence CS .

(4)  Schedule the jobs of type D according to Johnson’s algorithm for max//2/ FFn

problems to give the sequence DS .
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The example is the max//2/9 FG , nine jobs and two machines, with times and

processing order as given in Table 1.

Table 1.  Processing order and times.

An optimal crisp sequence for Table 1, obtained by Johnson’s algorithm is

We can see that the total time maxF = 44 for the optimal sequence. From Property 1,

we consider the following fuzzification for processing time jkt .

2),4 4, ,14(~1),9 9, ,39(~ 4),7 7, ,17(~ 4),8 8, ,28(~
41312111 +-=+-=+-=+-= tttt

2),9 9, ,39(~ 1.5),3 3, ,6.03(~ 1),4 4, ,5.04(~
716151 +-=+-=+-= ttt

3),7 7, ,27(~4),8 8, ,18(~ 2),5 5, ,15(~ 1),2 2, ,8.02(~
42322212 +-=+-=+-=+-= tttt

1)5 5, ,25(~0.6),1 1, ,5.01(~ 2),5 5, ,9.05(~ 1),6 6, ,26(~
92826252 +-=+-=+-=+-= tttt

By (14) we obtain the following fuzzy processing times.

 ,05.2 ,75.8 ,225.3 ,125.4 ,25.4 ,5.8 ,75.7 ,5.8 1271615141312111 ======== ******** tttttttt

 .75.4 ,025.1 ,275.5 ,75.5 ,25.7 ,75.8 ,25.5 92826252423222 ======= ******* ttttttt

Job First Machine Second Machine

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 )( 5   

)( 1   

)( 9   

)( 5   

)( 6   

)( 4   

)( 9   

)( 7   

)( 8   

922

822

711

622

522

411

311

211

111

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

-
-
-

=
=
=
=
=
=

)( 3   

)( 4   

)( 7   

)( 8   

)( 5   

)( 2   

611

511

422

322

222

122

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

tM

Processing Sequence of jobs

Machine 1M

Machine 2M

(4, 3, 2, 1, 7, 5, 6)

(5, 6, 8, 9, 4, 3, 2, 1)
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Then we find an optimal schedule as follows:

Type A jobs: job 7 on 1M .

Type B jobs: jobs 8 and 9 on 2M  in an arbitrary order (8,9).

Type C jobs: jobs 1, 2, 3, and 4 require 1M  first and then 2M . Using Johnson’s

algorithm we obtain the relations ** < 3231 tt , ** < 4241 tt , and   3141
** < tt ; ** > 1211 tt ,

** > 2221 tt , and ** < 2212 tt . Thus the sequence obviously is (4, 3, 2, 1).

Type D jobs: jobs 5 and 6 require 2M  first and then 1M . Again, using Johnson’s

algorithm we obtain the relations  5251
** < tt , ** < 6261 tt , and ** < 5161 tt . Note that 1M

now becomes the second machine. The sequence is therefore (5, 6).
Finally, an optimal sequence for Property 1 is

The processing sequence for jobs obtained from the fuzzy case is the same as that for

the crisp case. The total time is *
maxF  = 45.1 for the optimal sequence of Property 1.

We compare the result of Property 1with that of crisp case as follows:

                   %5.2100
max

maxmax =·
-*

F

FF
.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the fuzzy job-shop scheduling problem with
imprecise processing times. In conclusion, we point out that our work has produced
the following main results for the job-shop scheduling problem with fuzzy processing
times modeled as fuzzy numbers. In Section 3, we presented a fuzzy job-shop

scheduling problem based on triangular fuzzy numbers. In (14), if 2jkD  =

1jkD , kj  ," , obviously, Fig. 1 is an isosceles triangle and we obtain jkjk tt =*
, kj  ," .

Thus, the equations (15)-(19) will become the same as (1)-(5). If 2jkD  = 1jkD  = 0,

kj  ," , the job-shop scheduling in the fuzzy sense of Property 1 will become the crisp

job-shop scheduling of equations (1)-(5). Therefore, the job-shop scheduling in the
fuzzy sense of Property 1 is an extension of the crisp scheduling of (1)-(5).

Processing Sequence of Jobs
(4, 3, 2, 1, 7, 5, 6)
(5, 6, 8, 9, 4, 3, 2, 1)

Machine 1M

Machine 2M
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   The interpretation of Fig. 1 is as follows: When 2jkD > 1jkD , kj  ," , the triangle is

skewed to the right-hand side, thus obtaining jkjk tt >*
, kj  ," . This means that the

completion time in the fuzzy sense is longer than in the crisp case. Conversely, when

2jkD < 1jkD , kj  ," , the triangle is skewed to the left-hand side, thus obtaining

jkjk tt <*
, kj  ," , indicating that the completion time in the fuzzy sense is shorter than

the crisp case. From (14), we can see that )12(
4

1
jkjkjkjk tt D-D+=*  is the

processing time in the fuzzy sense, where 
*
jkt  equals the crisp processing time, jkt ,

plus some variants due to the inclusion of fuzzy values.
The comparison of [10] with our work is as follows. Fortemps used six-point

fuzzy numbers to represent fuzzy durations and fuzzy makespan. In his approach, the
resulting fuzzy framework was not an extension of the original crisp problem. He
used a simulated annealing technique to solve the fuzzy model obtaining the
optimization sequence of the problem. In our approach, however, the crisp duration x
become an interval [x - 1D , x + 2D ], 0 < 1D < x, 0 < 2D , represents an allowable range

of duration. We let the fuzzy number x~ = (x - 1D , x, x + 2D ; 1) correspond to the

interval [x - 1D , x + 2D ]. Then we used a signed distance method for ranking fuzzy

numbers to obtain a fuzzy job-shop scheduling problem. After defuzzifying the fuzzy
problem using the signed distance ranking method, we obtained a job-shop scheduling
problem in the fuzzy sense. The resulting fuzzy framework in our approach is an
extension of the original crisp problem. Therefore, the algorithms that were used for
solving the crisp job-shop sequencing problem can also be used for solving the fuzzy
problem.
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